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If You're Even Thinking About Taking a Dive Trip in the Next
18 Months, 

You Need Undercurrent

Dear Fellow Diver:

For the last 16 months you
have received free sample
emails from Undercurrent
about all aspects of dive
travel and diving . But who
are we?

Undercurrent is the
advertising-free,
nonprofit, consumer
review of scuba diving
that has been published
monthly since 1975. Our
writers review diving
venues anonymously, and
because we take no
advertising, we only
please our fellow divers,
never the dive industry.
Business Week has called us “the Consumer Reports of
Diving.”

We took a break in publishing due to COVID, but now our
undercover reviewers are traveling again, the dive industry is
gearing up, and we’ve resumed publishing monthly, the best
source of unvarnished news about diving for dive travelers
anywhere in the world! We’ve already covered Cozumel and
Saba, with up coming reviews on shark diving off Colombia, the
Turks and Caicos, the Belize Aggressor, Maui, the Maldives,
and more.

And, we would like to invite you to become a subscriber.

You see, even if you’re just thinking about dive travel in the next
year, these are stories you should not miss.

http://www.undercurrent.org/elist/?m=808&uid=84a6bc11a07fd292f97f872ff10cb9c7&p=view&pi=ViewBrowserPlugin&utm_source=phpList&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=WeRBack2Normal&utm_content=HTML
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Not only will you read about the best places to dive -- and the
destinations to forget about -- we will provide you with the
information you need to know about dealing with COVID
restrictions.

This month we wrote about an unnecessary bends hit in the
Galapagos -- and how the instructor failed . . . . how divers may
spread stony coral disease and what to do about it ... and
coming up, how to avoid that common but little-known regulator
problem . . . . the best reachable destinations with the least risk
of COVID . . . . and which have such tough COVID restrictions
it’s no fun to go there.

If you’re a serious diver ready to get back in the water, this is the
kind of information you need. So, we’d like to invite you to join
the Undercurrent community of serious divers.

Besides receiving monthly issues, which run 16 or more ad-free
pages, we email our subscribers frequently -- emails filled with
important diving information, and what stories are coming up by
our travel reviewers (who pay their own way and take no
favors), and critical information on safety, health, equipment,
and dive travel you’ll find nowhere else.

So, I am offering you a seven-month trial subscription for just
$26.95, and if at any time during these six months you want
your money back, email me, and you’ll get it, no questions
asked . I’ve kept that promise since 1975.

As a subscriber, you can read scores upon scores of reports
already pouring in from our fellow subscribers: divers who have
just dived the Keys, Belize, Bonaire, Hawaii, Cabo and Socorro,
and many other places . There’s no better way to get current
and honest information about these dive destinations than from
divers like you who have just come home . You can even email
them for more information.

So, to accept our money-back offer of $26.95 for seven
months, just click here.

If you don’t think you know enough about Undercurrent, visit
more of our website and review a couple of decades of back
issues.

And, while you’re there, I hope you’ll subscribe and join the
thousands upon thousands of other divers who have been with
us for longer than I can remember. They wouldn’t do diving
without Undercurrent, and neither should you.

Ben Davison 
publisher 
Contact Ben
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